
J.T.M. Food Group Urgent Recall

Summary
J.T.M. Food Group is recalling Taco Filling and Homestyle Chili Topping that were
mislabeled and do not declare soy allergen on the label.

dfa

Recall Date 6/8/2023
dfa

Company J.T.M. Food Group
dfa

Product Gordon Choice® Taco Filling and Homestyle Chili
dfa

Reason There were limited bags of Taco Filling that were packaged in Chili Topping bags, which do
NOT declare the soy allergen that is in the Taco Filling meat.
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Illness People who have an allergy or severe sensitivity to soy run the risk of serious or
life-threatening allergic reaction if they consume these products.
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Instructions

Please identify and isolate any affected product (see below table) and destroy it in a secure
manner to prevent unauthorized consumption. If you have product stored out of the case
and are unsure of the code date please destroy this product also. For credit, contact your
sales representative or your local Gordon Food Service Store if you purchase in the store.
Please note that proper procedures must be followed and these cases may not be returned
to your distributor. If you have further distributed any of these products, then you are
responsible to notify all consignees of this recall.
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The recall includes only the below items and lot codes that were sold by Gordon Food Service.

**See second page **
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GFS Item # Vendor Item # Description Lot Code

776548 42561 TACO FILLING 4-5# Gordon
Choice®

230732002

If you have cases/boxes of this item, please check for lot code 230732002 and open the box to see
if the bags are labeled as Chili Topping. If you find Chili Topping with lot 230732002, please discard

product

GFS Item # Vendor Item # Description Lot Code

813480 41151 HOMESTYLE CHILI TOPPING
4-5# Gordon Choice®

230732002

If you have stored bags of Chili Topping with lot 230732002 (as shown in the photo below), please
discard product as it contains Taco Filling with a soy allergen that is not declared on the Chili

Topping label

Any cases or bags of GFS Reorder # 776548 Taco Filling with lot code 230732002 are appropriately
labeled and safe to consume.
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Additional Recall Information

USDA Establishment # 1917A
dfa

Customers who have additional questions can contact:

Matt Montgomery, 513-367-4900 x117, mmontgomery@jtmfoodgroup.com


